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- Access the application through your web browser or your e-mail client. - The user interface is very
easy to use and functional. - Access components and products that you need. - View status and
history of your order. - Edit orders, details, and history. - Update products and components
availability. - Generate BOMs from the products that you have in stock or from those that you have
previously generated. - Generate Packing Lists. - Generate invoices and reports. - Download
documents. - Trace changes. - Automatic synchronisation. - Calendar management. - Print BOMs. -
Compare BOMs. - Discounts management. - Authentication with accounts. - Costumer support and
phone support. - Real-time price and availability information. - It is easy to get familiar with the
application without any training. - Free account limitations: 3 users, 10,000 components and 5 GB of
storage space. Useful tools: - I can't get to Add components. - I can't save/add product or create a
BOM. - I can't generate a BOM. - I can't update products. - I can't manage products, documents,
users or customers. Reviews Write Your Own Review You're reviewing:Ciiva *How do you rate this
product? *Would you recommend this to a friend? YesNo *Nickname *Summary of Your Review
*Review Simple & Easy This program is pretty simple and easy to use. I used it to manage the
components that I had bought. The application allows the user to edit or to generate new BOMs, to
update the availability of the components and to manage the invoices and documents that they need.
This program is very easy to use and all you need is to sign in with your account. Very powerful This
application allows you to manage the availability of the components that you own, the invoices that
you need to generate, the orders that you need to manage and to trace the changes made. It is very
easy to use and all you need to do is to register your account and to give it some time to synchronise
the data of your databases. Good This application is easy to use and easy to understand. Its
functionalities are very
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• It provides you with real-time price and availability information with minimum effort. • It
generates bills of materials, including custom labels for component selection. • It provides you with
a component analysis, which enables you to view the components used in a specific project, compare
multiple entries and export the results to Excel. • The product page is embedded in the parent
product, enabling you to access the description and history of the product. • It enables you to trace
changes in a project, retrieve the list of changes, export the results to CSV, CSVX or Excel. • It
allows you to create new projects and components for a certain period of time. You can view all the
projects in the system. • You can upload and download documents for multiple locations. • The
application provides you with a component availability and real-time pricing, which is updated with
minimum effort. • It can be used on multiple company locations. Ciiva Requirements: • It requires
Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 or later. • It requires a database of at least 3GB. • It requires
Microsoft Internet Explorer 10 or later. • A database administrator account is required to be created
on the server. • Minimum and maximum storage capacities depend on the options that you have
chosen, so please refer to the options below. • The storage available for product listings depends on
the number of products that you have. For more information please see our products page. • You
can choose the price calculation method that you prefer. The default method is the weighted
average, which is more accurate. This is based on the average cost of the components in the BOM.
You can also choose to calculate the cost based on the total of the products. • You can define the
amount of storage available for the document storage. The default value is 10MB. The maximum
value is 50MB. • The default value for the number of items in the product is 10. You can also set this
value for the total number of items in the BOM. • The default value for the minimum number of
items in a product is 1. You can also set this value for the total number of items in the BOM. • The
default value for the maximum number of items in a product is 100. You can also set this value for
the total number of items in the BOM. • The default value for the range of dates for the creation of
projects and component entries is 1 year. • The default
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What's New in the Ciiva?

Ciiva is a compact application designed to provide access to the Ciiva server in order to manage
your components database and generate bills of materials. The program features an easy to use
interface which enables you to view products, add new components, generate BOMs and compare
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multiple entries. You can also use this application to share information with multiple offices, trace
changes and upload documents that can be accessed from all the company locations. It provides you
with real-time price and availability information with minimum effort. Note: In order to use the
application you need to create an account on this page. The free account is limited to 3 users, 10.000
components and 5 GB of storage space. You can upgrade your account on this page. The program
offers both real-time and historical stock information. The program provides several views, including
Warehouse Information, Components, Stock Items and Incoming Shipments. This program provides
stock checking capabilities and enables you to set up orders with the program. The program also
provides inventory storage that can be saved and shared via email and the web. The program allows
you to create a manufacturing schedule and a parts location schedule for efficient production
planning. This program offers both real-time and historical stock information. It provides several
views, including Warehouse Information, Components, Stock Items and Incoming Shipments. This
program provides stock checking capabilities and enables you to set up orders with the program.
The program also provides inventory storage that can be saved and shared via email and the web.
The program offers both real-time and historical stock information. The program provides several
views, including Warehouse Information, Components, Stock Items and Incoming Shipments. This
program provides stock checking capabilities and enables you to set up orders with the program.
The program also provides inventory storage that can be saved and shared via email and the web.
The program offers both real-time and historical stock information. The program provides several
views, including Warehouse Information, Components, Stock Items and Incoming Shipments. This
program provides stock checking capabilities and enables you to set up orders with the program.
The program also provides inventory storage that can be saved and shared via email and the web.
The program offers both real-time and historical stock information. The program provides several
views, including Warehouse Information, Components, Stock Items and Incoming Shipments. This
program provides stock checking capabilities and enables you to set up orders with the program.
The program also provides inventory storage that can be saved and shared via email and the web.
The program offers both real-time and historical stock information. The program provides several
views, including Warehouse Information, Components, Stock Items and Incoming Shipments. This
program provides stock checking capabilities and enables you to set up orders with the program.
The program also provides inventory storage that can be saved and shared via email and the web.
The program offers both real-time and historical stock information



System Requirements:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 10 / Windows 7 / Windows 8 Processor: Dual Core Processor
(2 GHz Recommended) Memory: 2GB RAM Hard Disk: 13GB Additional Requirements: SAMSUNG
External Hard Disk with Mass Storage SAMSUNG SATA Port Attached SAMSUNG SATA Flash Disk
Port Attached SAMSUNG DVD-RW Drive SAMSUN
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